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cuneate-obovate, \%-\}£ inches long, the margin dentate and long

ciliate, tending to become erose at the tip, violet above, yellowish be-

low, with dark markings like the eye of a peacock's feather; gland

small, covered with matted yellow hairs, bordered by longer ones,

like those on the margin of the petal : anthers oblong, four lines in

length, scarcely shorter than the broad-winged filaments: capsule

broady elliptic to nearly orbicular, an inch long, with a short, stout

beak.— Collected at Pullman, Whitman Co., Washington, by L. F.

Henderson, June, 1892 (no. 2,484); and by C.X. Piper, 1893 (.no. 1.6801:

and at Uifion Flat, Whitman Co., by Lake and Hull, July. [892 (N

618). A species near C. nitidus Dougl., but well distinguished by its

colored petals, and relatively long anthers and short filaments. Mr

Piper's no. 1,681, from Pullman, seems to be Calochortui

Dougl, though the petals are white, with or without blue

their bases. —Merritt Lyndon Fernald,- Gray Herbarium. G»

bridge, Mass.

Cross fertilization of petunias.— This series of experiments in cross

fertilizing the ordinary purple petunia, were continued until the t lr

generation was obtained. The sa"me precautions against accidental

fertilization were used, as described in the previous notes published in

3 magazine for October,

ults obtained from the last generate somewhat more

conclusive than from the first, as would naturally be expected, yet the

variation in this case was no more than would usually occur mthree

generations. , rA

The variegated varieties showed the same lack of vitality and jro-

ductiveness, throughout all the generations. The plant-

weaker, and much less productive than the plain purple m a
^

every case; but a few plants which seemed as large and as vigor

the average purple ones bloomed less freely; only a few of these

soms produced seed capsules, which were always smaller.
^ d

, The seeds obtained from the first year's experiments were a

^ mina
.

the same day, under exactly the same conditions and ti

tion was carefully watched and noted everyday. No. 1
(se

no. 2 (fertilized from a different flower on the same plant), a ^
(cross fertilized), were all sowed in the same box wit n^W^
board partition between, so that there could not have bee

est difference in their conditions while germinating.
vigor0

usl.v

The variegated variety germinated more slowly and ess^

^ ^
than the purple; while many of the seeds failed to &ermin

eared
above

On the seventh day a large percentage of no. 3
aPPe

up yet ft

ground, while but four of no. 1, and none of no. 2 wer
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ith day a few of no. 2 appeared, a few more of no. i,and many

f no. 3 were above the soil. The seeds all continued germin-

: intervals for over two months, though all germinating after the

week were less vigorous than the first.

1 the time of germination until the plants died, no. 3 seemed

nore vigorous and healthy; while no. 2 stood next, and no.

1 table below \

: latter died before maturity.

: chief differences in size, pro-

generation. generation.

Third
generation.
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A number of blossoms from each series were accidentiy aestr
_

in various ways; but these were subtracted from each number before

the averages for seed capsules were made.
It will be seen by this table that the same conclusions may be drawn

as before; namely, that self-fertilization tends to weaken the plant, and

also to lessen its productiveness; while cross fertilization has just the

reverse effects. The crossing of different flowers on the same plant is

no doubt better than self-fertilization; though not nearly so good as

cross fertilization. There seemed to be a larger percentage of no. 2

Producing seed; but the seed capsules were many of them almost

empty, while all were much smaller, usually less than one third as large

as no. 3. The third generation was planted but no. I failed to germin-

ate, so that the plants were not cared for longer.-MlNNiK Reed, Kan-

sas Agric. College, Manhattan.

Trillim,, eeriraUD L.—Monstrosities in the genus Trillium are not

rare, but two unusually singular forms from Canobie Lake, Windham

township, N. H., may be worth putting on record.

The plants are of the usual size and in each there is the normal

whorl of leaves. In one plant, lifted about one inch above that nor-


